
The Americas 
(13 companies)
The United States
Brazil
Canada
Mexico

Asia and others 
(15 companies)

Greater China 
(22 companies)

Japan 
(30 companies)

Singapore
South Korea
Malaysia
The Philippines
Thailand
Vietnam
India

Europe (9 companies)
The Netherlands
Finland
France
Germany
Italy
The United Kingdom

A diverse range of products for a diverse range of applicationsAn innovator in the electronics industry

Murata products

Murata creates unique products and provides cutting-edge electronic components for all sorts of electronic devices 

in everyday life, including smartphones and PCs. We will continue to provide new value in the expanding business 

opportunities such as communications, mobility, environment and wellness, and contribute to the enrichment of 

society.

Murata holds a large market share in a wide range of products, from our mainstay capacitors to inductors (coils), 

filters, lithium-ion batteries, sensors, and other components, and modules comprised of these components.

* The global market share of our main products is just our estimate. It may vary depending on the market and usage.

The number of products required

Product name

Smartphone Laptop PC Tablet PC Automobile Digital television Smartwatch

Multilayer ceramic capacitors 
(MLCCs) 1,000 800 600 5,000-8,000 600 350

EMI suppression filters (EMIFIL®) 60 60 90 270-400　 50　 30

Inductors (coils) 300 30-50 200 400-500　 30　 30-50

SAW filters 4-70 　－ 4-70 －　 　－ 　－

Multilayer LC filters
(filters, couplers, baluns, etc.) 2-20 2-4 2-20 2-8　 2　 3-6　

* Our estimate. The above figures are the number required per unit and not the number of our products used.

Fiscal 2021
Sales Application

Category

Fiscal 2021
Sales by Area

Components
54.3%

Functional devices

5.9%
106.4 billion yen

43.5%

High frequency devices 
and communications 
modules

29.1%

Battery and 
power supply

10.0%

Devices/modules
45.0%

Capacitors

10.8%

Inductors/
EMI filters

Fiscal 2021
Sales by Segment

Others
0.7%

Greater China

54.8%
993.9billion yen

The Americas

11.4%
206.3 billion yen

Europe

9.0%
162.6 billion yen

Japan

9.2%
166.9billion yen

Asia and others

15.6%
282.9billion yen

Mobility

18.6%
336.3 billion yen

Home appliances

10.1%
183.2billion yen

Industry and others

11.9%
216.3 billion yen

Computers

16.4 %
297.5 billion yen

Communications

43.0%
779.2 billion yen984.3

788.5

528.2

180.4

815.0

195.8

13.2 billion yen

billion yen

billion yen

billion yen

billion yen

billion yen

billion yen

Murata’s business

* Used the new segment of net sales classification following the change in fiscal 2022.
* Sales by Area are classified based on the location of the customers.Murata’s 

global share
Murata’s 

global share
Murata’s 

global share
Murata’s 

global share

60%40%40% Global business expansion and development
Subsidiaries outside of Japan

59 companies

Number of employees outside of Japan

45,290 persons

Murat’s ratio of sales outside of Japan to net sales exceeds 

90%. Murata’s strength lies in our network that enables us to 

offer high-quality products and excellent services in locations 

all around the world through global business expansion and 

development and in our ability to anticipate and elicit a wide 

range of our customers’ needs by leveraging our network.

Subsidiaries in Japan

30 companies

Number of employees in Japan

32,291 persons

50%

Multilayer ceramic 
capacitors

Indispensable to electronic 
circuits, these components 
serve to store and adjust 
flows of electricity.

Noise suppression 
products EMI 
suppression filters

These components eliminate 
electromagnetic noise and 
protect delicate electronic 
circuits.

The filters that extract only 
the required portion of a 
radio signal are key devices 
in high-frequency circuits.

SAW filters
Radio frequency (RF) 
inductors

Electronic components that 
are used in exchanging high-
frequency signals, such as 
wireless signals in smartphones.
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